Abstract. We introduce proof rules for inverting a program. We derive an algorithm to compute the preorder and inorder traversals of a binary tree. Subsequently, we invert this algorithm to arrive at an algorithm to construct a tree from its preorder and inorder traversals. We prove this program correct using the proof rules for inversion rather than directly. Since a proper formulation of a provable invariant of this program appears to be quite awkward, this example reinforces the view that program inversion is a useful technique and more than fun.
Introduction
The concept of program inversion is due to Edsger W. Dijkstra and W.H.J. Feijen [2] . Subsequently, it was explored by David Gries in [3] . Since then, the concept ha,: popped up every so often, e.g. in [4, 5] . However, to our knowledge no formal definition of program inversion has ever been given and neither have proof rules been formulated for the individual program constructs.
In this paper we provide a formal basis for program inversion. It allows us to invert a program and to establish the correctness of the result without a direct proof for it. One might think that the invariant and variant function of the program to be inverted can be used to prove the correctness of the inverted program. It turns out that this is not always the case. The example of constructing a binary tree from its preorder and inorder traversals demonstrates this exquisitely.
The paper is organized as follows. In the next -?&,F: w~'e intr~d~%z the proof rules for program inversion. Subsequently, we derive an algorithm to wmpute the preorder and inorder traversals of a binary tree. In order to aid the inversion process we examine this solution closely and strengthen the invziant slight!y, requizing the tree to be uniquely labeled. In Section 3 we do the actual inversion. We conclude with a few remarks.
We assume the reader to be familiar with a Hoare triple 2nd its definition in terms of the weakest precondition wp [l] . For predicates P and Q, and for program S we mean by (P)S( Q) that Pa ~'p( S, QI. We use Dijkstra's guarded command language [ 11. We typically use 13, and C, for guards, S, and T, for commands, and & and El for expressions. With if B, + S, fi we denote the alternative command consisting of the guarded commands S, + S., for i ranging over some fixed domain. A similar convention applies to the repetitive construct. The predicate that is true everywhere is denoted by true. We allow unbounded nondeterminism.
Proof rules for program inversion
We introduce the proof rules for program inversion; their proofs are collected in Appendix A. Informally, we say that program T is an inv&se of program S if T exact~t. retraces the steps of S and ends up in the state from which S started. One can also think of inversion more liberally and allow the inverse T to end up in a state differing from the one that S started from. Given a precondition of the program S one would only require the inverse T to end in a state satisfying that precondition. We aim at an inversion process that yields totally correct programs by construction. By the more liberal view of inversion we would not be able to guarantee termination of an inverted repetition if we were to allow the inverse to reach new states. Therefore, we take the more strict view of inversion in which the inverted program exactly retraces the steps of the program to be inverted, which is more formally stated in the next definition. Definition 1.1. Program T is said to be an inverse of program S under precondition P exactly when (PA Q) S; T (8) for all predicates Q.
Program inversion can be an alternative method for finding a program T satisfying {P} T(Q). Rather than solving this problem directly using standard techniques, it might be easier to find a program S satisfying { Q}S( P) and then to invert it. Notice that the definition of an inverse program does not state properties of the inverse in isolation. It expresses that execution of program S starting in a certain initial state followed by execution of its inverse T amounts to skip. Hence, only if we start execution of T in a state that can be viewed as the result of a computation of S can we draw any conclusion about the final state of T in isolation.
We state for all four constructs in the language sufficient conditions to invert them. For sequential composition, for the alterna!ive command, and for r&p qetition, these conditions are expressed in terms of the statements ~KNS 4rich these commands are constructed. This allows a stepwise approach to program inversion, as demonstrated in the next sections. In this way we end up with the obligation to invert primitive assignment statements.
Not all assignment statements can be inverted. A necessary condition to invert the assignment x:= E under precondition P is that for any value A the equation x : P h (A = E 1 has at most one solution. Even if an assignment statement enjoys h2gram inwrsion 3 this property the inverse assignment need not exist. This depends upon the permissible expressions in the language. For example, 2" may be an expression in the language, whereas its inverse log x may not be. This does not mean that such an assignment cannot be inverted. It just means that a simple assignment will not do the job. The following proof rule states under which conditions an assignment statement can be inverted by another assignmjent statement.
Proof Rule for the Assignment Statement
Here dclf( E) means that expression E is well defined.
The proof rule for sequential composition basically states that we can invert the sequential composition of two statements if we can invert each of them individually under the appropriate preconditions. The first two conditions of the proof rule for the alternative statement state that mutually exclusive postconditions exist for the guarded commands of the alternative construct to be inverted. The third condition guarantees its termination (nonterminating constructs cannot be inverted) The last condition states that each guarded command has an inverse under the appropriate preconditions. forall iand Q {~nQ)ifB,'S,fi;ifC,-r~fi{Q} fc aI; c
Proof Rule for Sequential Composition

Proof Rule for the Alternative Statement
The first condition of the proof rule for the repetitive construct states that the repetition to be inverted terminates, provided that initially P and none of the Ci hold. The next two conditions require P to be an Invariant of the repetition and the Ci to be mutually exclusive postconditions of the guarded commands of the repetition. The last condition states that the body of GX repetition can be inverted under the appropriate preconditions. 
Constructing traversals from a tree
In order to demonstrate the usefulness of the proof rules stated in the previous section we set out to solve the problem of constructing a binary tree from its preorder and inorder traversals. In this section we derive a program that constructs the preorder and inorder traversals of a binary tree. In the next section we invert that program so as to solve the given problem. It turns out to be much easier to derive a program to construct traversals from a tree rather than the other way around. This again shows the usefulness of program inversion.
We use the definition of a binary tree and of its traversals from [S].
Definition 2.1 (Sequences). Catenation of sequences is denoted by juxtaposition.
The empty sequence is denoted by E. The first element of a non-empty sequence s is denoted by MS and its last element by lust.s. The sequence constructed by deleting the first element of a non-empty sequence s is denoted by tl.s and the one constructed by deleting its last element by fks.
Definition 2.2 (Binary tree).
A finite (labeled) binary tree is empty, denoted by 0, or is a triple (I, d, I) constructed from finite binary trees I and r and label d. We denote the left subtree of non-empty tree u by u.1, its label by u.d, and its right subtree by U.I.
Definition 2.3 ( Preorder and inorder truuersul)
. The preorder traversal, pre.t, of a finite binary tree t is E if t = 0 and dpre.fpre.r if I = (I, d, r) . The inorder traversal, in-t, is E if t =0 and in.1din.r it t =(I, d, r).
We derive an algorithm for inorder and preorder tra\versals, given a binary tree, in the usual way by starting with a postcondition R and stipulating an invariant P
We follow the derivation of [ 51. The reader who is already familiar with t% dgeithm can skip to page 6, where we strengthen the invariant slightly so as to allow the program to be inverted, or to the end of this section, where the final and fully annotated program is given.
For t a binary tree, the postcondition of a program to compute pre. 
p,u,S:= p u.d,u.l,( u-d, t4.r) S 0 u = 0 + q,yS:= q hd.S.d,hd.S.r,tl.S fi od (p=pre.t A q= in.t A S=E A u=@)
We intend to invert this repetition. From the proof rule for the inversion of a repetition we see that we have to find a predicate C that holds after each iteration, but that does not hold initially. Moreover, we have to invert the body. We start with the inversion of the body, in this case an alternative statement. In order to invert an alternative statement we need to find mutually exclusive postconditions of its guarded commands. Examination of the above program reveals that lust.p = hd.S.d after the first guarded command. It would be nice if we could conclude that this does not hold after the second guarded command. In order to be able to do so we strengthen the invariant slightly.
From the first guarded command we infer that the labels of the elements of S are appended to p when they are prepended to S. Therefore, the labels of the elements of S occur in p in reverse order. More formally, we define the function z on sequences of pairs as the sequence of labels of those pairs in reverse order This is exactly what happens in the two guarded commands. Hence, P is still an invariant.
Next we investigate the postcondition of the second guarded command. We assume for the time being that S contains at least two elements. In the second guarded command the first pair of S is removed and p does not change. We want to conclude as a postcondition of this statement that kzst.p # hd.S.d. (Notice that k~.p is well defined due to XSLG p and S it E.) Hence, as a precondition we need that the last element of p and the label of the second element of S are distinct.
Given that z.S~p, this is implied if the last element of p does not occur elsewhere in p, which is implied if we require the labels to be unique. From now on we assume the labels of the tree to be unique.
The 
The program inverted
We now derive a program that, given the preorder and inorder traversals of a uniquely labeled binary tree, constructs that tree. We do so by program inversion, using the proof rules of Section 1.
Before actually inverting the repetition, we argue that the inverted program solves the problem of constructing a binary tree from its preorder and inorder traversals. Let t be that binary tree. For Q in the conclusion of the proof rule for a repetition we take u = I, which is a precondition of the repetition above and exactly the condition we want to end up with. From the definition of inversion we cannot immediately conclude anything for the inverse in isolation. A closer look at the above repetition, however, reveals that any state satisfying the postcondition can be viewed as the result of an execution of the repetition. The program terminates and the postcondition is a one-point predicate. (In other words, the postcondition is the strongest postcondition.) Therefore, the inverse of the above repetition, provided it exists, ends in a state u = f when it starts in a state satisfying
p=pre.f h q=in.t n T=(_L,fl) A u=4).
Hence, the inverse solves the problem and its initialization is p,q,u.T:= pre.t,in.t,0,(l., 0).
We now invert the repetition of the previous section. On account of the proof rule for inverting a repetition we should choose as guard of the inverted repetition a predicate that holds after each iteration and that does not hold initislly. From the annotation we infer that p f E satisfies that condition. The only remaining obligation is to find the body of the inverted repetition, i.e. a statement E such that We have given proof rules for program inversion. Subsequently, we have used the rides to derive an algorithm for the construction of a uniquely labeled binary tree from its preorder anQ inorder traversals. This program can, of course, also be proved by the more common proof technique of an invariant and a variant function. Predicate P, the invariant of the first program is, of course, also maintained by the inverted program, which exactly retraces the steps of the first one. Hence, one might ask why to use the proof rules for program inversion, other th%n far the fun of it, instead of proving P to be an invariant of IX pnograzn. We invite the reader to prove that P is invariant of the inverted program in the usual w&y ii0 discover the answer. It is not clear at all why xSrp is invariant under the second of the two guarded commands. One way out is to strengthen &his part of the invariant so as to express more precisely how z.S is embedded in, p. This is done in [7] , where two more program variables are used to formulate trcle stronger invariant. In [6] , where the invetied program is very similar to ours, a function is defined that basisally builds a ,~a& in order to show air '%t the inverse exactly retraces the steps of the first program. That proof is quite awkward and has nothing to do with the problem of tree traversal. The correctness of the inverted program follows from a programming principle rather than from properties of the problem at hand. Therefore, we believe that program inversion, with its proof rules, provides a supplementary and useful technique for program derivation.
Appendix A. Proofs of tbe proof ruks
In this appendix we prove the four proof rules of Section 1. 
